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Schools who have completed the Programme for Church 

School Flourishing (PCSF) and who engage with the follow-

on developmental networks and quality assurance visits 

will no longer require the SDBE PSA. 

Through your engagement with the PCSF your trust has been fully equipped to lead and embed a pro-

gramme of professional development for school leaders across the traditional strands of the PSA offer, as 

shown below. 
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Support for Trusts 

The SDBE offers distinctive support to Trusts – a range of provision and tailored work, as priced below, bespoke 

to the needs and context of each Trust. This is at a significantly reduced rate in acknowledgment of the key role 

of Trust and SDBE partnership as system leaders in an ever-changing educational landscape. 

It is likely that the developing expertise of church school flourishing in your Trust will equip schools with much of 

the knowledge, skills and wisdom required however, Trusts, are welcome and encouraged to continue accessing 

the bespoke CPD opportunities, benefitting from the in-depth thinking and initiative development of SDBE advis-

ers who continue working regularly at a regional and national level. The examples given below can be accessed 

as an entire trust, for hubs within a trust or for individual schools. 

 

In addition to an annual 1 hour conversation with the CEO, this could include: 

 A session for all stakeholders to establish or review their Christian ‘Vision and Values’, facilitated by a  

diocesan adviser - Vision and Leadership 

 A mid-cycle SIAMS health check, Deep Dives into RE and/or CW to support SIAMS evaluation, including 

written reports - Wisdom, Knowledge and Skills 

 Working with a diocesan adviser to further develop strategies for deeply Christian and effective RE  

- The effectiveness of Religious Education 

 Working with a diocesan adviser to further develop strategies for deeply Christian and effective collective 

worship - The impact of collective worship 

 Working with the school community to develop staff spiritual literacy, which enables children’s spiritual  

encounter and development opportunities - Wisdom, Knowledge and Skills 

 Working with your diocesan adviser to refine how your vision encourages good mental health and well being 

and the flourishing of all – Community and Living well together 

 Support to ensure deeply Christian and effective Foundation Governance (e.g. reviews; mentoring)  

- Character Development: Hope, Aspiration and Courageous Advocacy 

 Preferential rate for academy conversion process 

  Subsidised PCSF Cost 

Bespoke support & training for  

individual schools 

Follow up support 

Twilight (up to 2 hours) 

£150 + VAT 

£300 + VAT 

 1/2 day (up to 3 hours) £375 + VAT 

 1 day (up to 6 hours) £675 + VAT 

Centrally provided 

courses 

Twilight 

1/2 day course 

£50 + VAT 

£50 + VAT 

 1 day course £75 + VAT 

Virtual courses 

(SDBE led) 

Twilight 

1/2 day course 

£25 + VAT 

£25 + VAT 

 1 day course £50 + VAT 
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